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Abstract. We present the result of a small study where we investigate what types
of resources current students of Mathematics and Mathematics for Engineering
prefer for assisting them with their studies of those topics. We found that modern
students seem to have a clear preference for on-line resources over traditional
textbooks. However, there is currently a lack of good quality resources of that type
which allow students to carry-out conventional mathematics exercises on-line and
still get appropriate, meaningful and informative feedback on their answers. We
then describe our efforts towards addressing this problem through the development
of an “intelligent” tutorial system for Calculus which provides feedback tailored to
the student’s responses, noting where and how they have made common errors.
Keywords. Learning Technology, Intelligent Tutorial System, Student Preferences,
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1. Introduction
Acquiring at least an intermediate level of proficiency in Mathematics is a necessity for
success in most Science and Technology disciplines, and many of these require
knowledge of and skills in differential and integral calculus. However, many students –
particularly those from non-traditional backgrounds, and students with disabilities or
other special needs - find these topics difficult [9, 10], but time and resources to
provide face to face tutorial support for them are often very limited. In the past, some
text-based resources such as "programmed learning" books have provided step-by-step
guidance for students wanting to work through example problems in private study.
However, by surveying a substantial cohort of current Engineering and Mathematics
degree students, we have found that modern students appear to have a marked
preference for web-based resources over traditional textbooks.
Although many tutorial websites for Calculus topics do exist, many of these are rather
limited in the ways in which they enable students to test themselves on their progress in
mastering the relevant skills and techniques. Most such websites only offer multiple
choice or short (usually numerical) answer questions. There is a need for self-test
resources which allow students to enter their answers in an algebraic format of input, to
have these answers checked both against the correct answer and for "common
mistakes", and for feedback to be given which is both relevant to the student's answer
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and helpful to promote the student learning. If no feedback were given, the students
might not be able to identify how or where they had gone wrong in the solution,
severely limiting the benefit they gain from using the system.
In this paper, we firstly describe our findings on the preferred approaches of current
undergraduate Engineering and Mathematics students to studying mathematical topics
outside of class time, including what resources they like to use, which highlights the
need for good quality on-line resources. We then describe our attempt to remedy the
situation via our CalculEng system, which provides a framework for structured
questions, allowing algebraic format input of answers by students. Through the use of a
Computer Algebra System, our tool allows the student's attempt at solution against both
the correct answer, and against expected "common mistake" answers. Appropriate
feedback can then be given according to whether the student's answer was correct,
included one or more anticipated "common errors", or did not follow an expected
pattern.
A limitation of the initial version of CalculEng was the requirement for questions,
correct answers and anticipated errors, with corresponding feedback responses, all to be
hand-coded in XML. However, more recently, we have developed an editing tool (as a
Java application) which enables the creation and editing of structured questions in a
straightforward and user-friendly way, such that the required XML is generated by the
application. This editing tool greatly simplifies the task of creating and editing
questions, and should make it easier for teachers to create and share their own
resources via CalculEng, hence increasing the range of topics covered and number of
practice problems available to students.
Pilot studies using our system for a small number of Calculus topics on a relative small
group of students have already been carried out, and we hope to extend both the range
of topic material covered and the variety of students to whom these are offered in the
near future.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In the next section, we review
some of the related previous work on the use of computer-based educational
technology to enhance students’ learning of mathematics in Higher Education. In
section 3, we describe our study to investigate students’ views on how they prefer to
learn mathematics, and what type(s) of resources they like using to help them do so.
This study showed that modern students have a preference for web-based resources, but
(as noted above), there is a lack of the right type of on-line, freely-available practice
exercises which can be automatically marked whilst also giving the student user
constructive, meaningful feedback on their attempted solutions. In section 4, we
describe our attempt to address this via our CalculEng tutorial tool. We first outline the
development of the early version of CalculEng, noting its strengths and weaknesses,
before detailing how we have attempted to remove those weaknesses through a new
editing tool for structured questions and noting the current status of our system. Finally,
we present our conclusions and suggest future directions for this work.
2. Previous Related Work on Educational Technology for Mathematics
There have been many attempts to address the difficulties which many students face
when trying to learning mathematical topics. Since the 1960s and 70s, academics
teaching Mathematics to Engineering students investigated the potential of using
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“Programmed Learning” approaches in course materials and textbooks. In this
methodology, theoretical concepts were introduced in conjunction with a large number
of worked examples, broken down into small individual “steps” or “tasks” and
arranged in a way such that students could “cover up” the latter parts of the model
answer, try each task themselves, then reveal the next part of the model solution and
compare that with their attempt. This approach led to several highly successful
textbooks, including the very popular volumes by Ken Stroud [18] from Coventry
University in the UK – Stroud’s “Engineering Mathematics” is now in its 7th edition
[19] and popular as ever with students.
Appropriate on-line resources and exercises should provide additional “virtual tutorial”
support at any time and location, which is consistent with the expectations of modern
students. Hence, the use of suitable e-materials is expected to improve the quality of
student’s learning as these materials would provide a platform which will allow
students instant access at anytime and anywhere. Furthermore, use of structured
exercises will allow the students to develop and test their own knowledge and
understanding of mathematical topics, concepts & methods. Linking the system to a
Computer Algebra System (CAS) will also enable checking of the student’s answers
for mathematical/algebraic consistency with, rather than requiring an exact match to,
the model answer, allowing answers to be expressed in different, but equivalent and
possibly equally correct, forms and still being marked as “correct”. Furthermore, use of
this CAS, in conjunction with hand-crafted rules encoded in XML, allow the detection
of “common errors” in solutions, and the possibility of offering constructive feedback
specifically tailored to the error(s) the student has made.
Although there have been previous attempts to produce on-line resources and “selftest” questions for mathematics, most of these have only either provided multiple
choice or numerical questions without detailed feedback to students - e.g. Mathletics
[7] – or are subscription services, in some cases tied to the purchase of particular
textbooks – e.g. MapleTA [11] and MyMathLab [13]. There are a few systems which
are free to use on line, allow algebraic input and provide reasonably detailed feedback
to students – such as MathDox [2] or CALMAT [1, 6], although most materials for the
former are only available in Dutch, and for the latter are at a rather elementary level
more appropriate to pre-University studies. STACK [15, 16] is an exception in that it
covers material at a higher level, makes use of a CAS and does offer useful feedback to
students on their solutions, but several tutors (via personal communications at
conferences) have reported that it is not straightforward to create one’s own resources
for STACK.
The CalculEng system [3, 4, 5] has been produced to support students with their
mathematical studies, in-course assessments and improve their progression. This
system offers students a set of exercises on elementary differential and integral calculus
and covers material relevant to a good range of engineering topics, including problems
on engineering applications. These on-line materials are designed using the Question
and Test Interoperability (QTI) specification, which is widely being used to represent
on-line questions and assessments. Each question is encoded using QTI XML code
[12], in which the question, and the dynamic behaviour of the question, are described.
The QTI framework provides a programming facility, which allows the tutor to author
the mathematical exercises, encoded using XML, and writes the mathematical
equations and formulae by employing MathML. These mathematical exercises
developed using the existing QTIWorks system [14], hosted at the University of
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Edinburgh, U.K., which allows the questions to be linked to the freely available
Maxima Computer Algebra System [17], to check the questions and student’s
responses for mathematical consistency with the correct solutions.
The CalculEng system provides a set of structured exercises, which allow the students
to enter their answers in a window (provided especially for their responses) in ASCIIbased mathematical format, rather than just making a selection from a list of choices or
entering a numerical value. Some of the aspects of these questions, such as specific
parameters and coefficients in the equations and formulae, are written to be generated
randomly and, by so doing, enable students to develop the ability to recognise the same
problems when expressed in different forms. Moreover, the basis of the system is that
each question can identify a student’s error via a set of rules, which are encoded in
XML [12]. The system allows the student’s answer to be checked against a list of
perceived “common errors” for that type of problem and then provide feedback,
tailored to the particular type of mistake made. Therefore, the system provides readily
available support, informs students of their mistakes and includes the facility whereby
they can request a hint and/or the full solution.
Students are able to use multiple-section structured questions on the application of
calculus to engineering problems, with detailed feedback on each step being provided.
In these multi-section questions, feedback is revealed to the student in a step-by-step
process. Further technical details of how the questions are encoded can be found in [3,
4, 5]. However, as noted in section 1 above, the first version of CalculEng required the
questions, correct answers and “common mistake” answers all to be encoded into QTI
XML by hand – a time-consuming, tedious and error-prone job which deterred many
tutors from creating resources for it. Furthermore, this first version of CalculEng only
permitted relatively simple single part questions, in contrast to typical multi-section
questions, developing a theme, with inter-dependencies between the answers to
successive sections, common in many mathematical problems. Recently, we have
developed a more sophisticated editing tool to address many of these issues, which will
be described in section 4 below.
3. How do Current Students Prefer to Study Mathematics ?
Our team for this project consists of an interesting balance – two of us (MD and GH)
are highly experienced teachers of Mathematics and its applications, but completed our
own mathematical studies many years ago. Whilst we have a lot of experience of
teaching mathematical topics, and are very familiar with misapprehensions and
common mistakes students make when solving mathematical exercises and problems,
our studies pre-date computers being on every desk or the World Wide Web being
available everywhere. Our own studies followed a format of formal lectures (in large
groups), and tutorials/problems classes (in smaller groups), plus self-study using our
lecture notes and textbooks, plus working through exercises set by our teachers.
However, the other three members of our team are current students – one of
undergraduate Mathematics (AW-O) and two Masters level students of Engineering
(VTB and LT), both of whom had had to study a substantial range of mathematical
topics during their Engineering degrees.
3.1. Methodology for our Study
As a group, we devised a set of questions which would be put to student volunteer
participants – all of whom study a substantial amount of Mathematics, including
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differential and integral calculus, within their degree programmes. Many of these
questions would have responses on a Likert-type scale (often of the general type
“Strongly agree”, “Agree”, “Neither agree nor disagree”, “Disagree” or “Strongly
disagree”), whilst others related to their preferred modes of study or the types or
resources they liked using to help them study and learn mathematical topics. Several
such questions allowed the responder to choose “Other”, in which case they were asked
to specify to what their choice of “Other” referred. A few questions allowed completely
free responses, in their own words, from the student participants. The set of questions
to be used, the “Information for Participants” sheet, “Consent to Participate” form and
details of how the resulting data would be stored (and how long for) and what they
would be used for were all sent to the Ethics Committee of Kingston University’s
Learning and Teaching Enhancement Centre (LTEC), from which the project received
approval to proceed.
Four groups of students were approached with requests to participate in our study.
Two groups were Bachelors degree specialist students of Mathematics (19 first year, 19
second year, all full-time), another group were first year Bachelors degree students of
Civil Engineering (18 Students : 8 full-time, 10 part-time), whilst the third group were
first year students of Aeronautical Engineering (16 students, all full-time). All these
groups had to study Calculus as part of their degree programmes. In total, we
interviewed 72 students in the present study.
3.2. Results and Discussion
We found some similarities, but several notable differences between the four groups
studied. For the purposes of this paper, we will focus on their preferred approaches and
resources to help them study and revise mathematical topics. The data for the two
groups of Engineering are summarized in Figure 1, whilst the corresponding data for
the two groups of specialist Mathematics students are presented in Figure 2.

Figure 1. Engineering Students’ Preferred Methods and Resources for Studying Mathematical Topics

In Figures 1 and 2, L&T means Lecture notes and Tutorial Problem sheets provided by
lecturers, TB are traditional Text Books, O-L R are On-Line Resources, including textbased websites and video-based resources such as Khan Academy and YouTube, plus
on-line quizzes. MathsAid is the University’s “drop-in clinic” student support scheme
for mathematics topics, and the others are specific combinations of the above.
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Figure 2. Mathematics Students’ Preferred Methods and Resources for Study. Abbreviations are as for Figure 1.

Figures 1 and 2 above show some interesting contrasts between the groups.
Aeronautical engineering students seem to have a preference for more traditional
learning resources, namely lecture notes, problem sheets and textbooks, whereas the
Civil engineering students mainly preferred on-line resources. The mathematics
students seemed to favour a mixture of on-line materials and lecture notes and problem
sheets, with none claiming to make extensive use of traditional text books. MathsAid
seemed to be more popular with second year (Level 5) students, possibly because they
were more familiar with it being available. Overall, On-Line Resources (of various
types) were popular with the majority of the students surveyed, with only 18 out of the
72 claiming not to make much use of them, compared with only 5 out of the 72 who
claimed to rely primarily on traditional text books. (This contrasts with the findings of
[3] where only 23% of the respondents in 2015 claimed to make regular use of webbased resources.) These findings strengthen the argument for investing in the
development of high-quality, easy to use and extend on-line resources for the teaching
and learning of mathematics in degree level studies, covering many topic areas and
providing practice examples which offer useful, meaningful feedback to their student
users. Further statistical analysis of the participants’ responses – including those to the
other questions is currently underway.
4. CalculEng – our on-line tutorial tool for helping students learn Calculus
As discussed above, we have identified a need for high quality tutorial resources to
help students learn and practice mathematical topics such as differential and integral
calculus. Ideally, such materials should offer students the opportunity to enter their
answers in standard mathematical notation (not just allowing multiple choice or short
numerical answers), check the answers for consistency both with the “correct” model
solution and with anticipated “common error” answers, and then provide the student
meaningful feedback which will assist his or her learning of the topic or technique. As
noted in section 1, on-line tutorial exercises which do not provide feedback on a
student’s answers will make it hard for the student to identify where, how or why they
made mistakes. This will impair “feed forward” progress towards them fully
understanding and mastering the topics and techniques being learned. These are all
things which we attempt to address in our CalculEng system.
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4.1. The early versions of CalculEng
The initial versions of CalculEng [3, 4, 5] required a lot of preparation on the part of
the tutor. The tutor had to set an appropriate single part question, work out the
“correct” answer, and also try to anticipate several mistakes which a less able or
slightly careless student might make – for example, differentiating the given function
when the question asked the student to integrate it, or forgetting to multiply by a
necessary factor. The correct answer and each of the anticipated “common mistake”
incorrect answers would then have to be encoded into QTI XML by hand, along with
appropriate feedback comments for each response. This was a very tedious, timeconsuming and potentially error prone process for tutors, and deterred many of our
colleagues from using the system.
An example CalculEng question, with its response to the student’s incorrect answer, is
shown in Figure 3. Further examples, together with the corresponding QTI-XML code,
are given in [4].

Figure 3. An example CalculEng question, including a student’s “common mistake” incorrect answer,
and the system’s feedback appropriate to that particular “common mistake”.

The early versions of CalculEng only permitted simple single part questions, whereas
more realistic mathematical problems often consist of several related parts. For
example, consider the following problem from elementary Dynamics :
“An object is oscillating, undergoing simple harmonic motion, such that its
displacement at time t is given by x = 3 cos (2t) + 5 sin (2t). (a) Find the velocity, v, of
the object; (b) Hence find the values of t which give maximum or minimum values of
the displacement; (c) Find these maximum and minimum values of the displacement.”
This problem first requires the student to differentiate the function specifying x with
respect to time t, to give the velocity v. He/she then has to solve the equation v = 0 for
those values of t which make v zero. Finally, the student then has to substitute each
of those values of t into the expression defining x to find the actual maximum and
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minimum values of that displacement x. This type of structured question, with interdependencies between its sections, was not possible within the framework employed by
the first versions of CalculEng, so was something we addressed in the latest version.
4.2. The latest version of CalculEng and our Question Creation and Editing Tool
As noted above, the initial version of CalculEng had serious limitations, which
restricted the extent to which it could be easily used and extended by colleagues. To
address these points, we created a Java tool to make the creation and editing of
questions much more straightforward, allowing teachers essentially to type-in questions
as a combination of plain text and ASCII-Math notation for mathematical symbols, plus
permitting dependencies between the answers to successive sections of questions, as in
the elementary Dynamics example above, including awarding partial credit for “follow
through” errors. For example, if the student has incorrectly differentiated the
expression for the displacement, but then had found the appropriate values of the time
t which made his/her incorrect expression for the velocity v equal to zero, our new
version of CalculEng could award partial credit for those incorrect, but consistent with
the earlier error, values.
The essential features of the editing tool were identified as :
(i) A computer software package which will enable a teacher to specify a question in
relatively natural mathematical language, and the corresponding “correct” and
“common error” answers, with appropriate feedback, then
(ii) Convert this question (and both “correct” and “common mistake” answers) into
correct QTI XML code.
and the additional desirable features as :
(iii) Allow multi-part questions, where subsequent parts depend on results from earlier
parts, BUT such that
(iv) the system can also check if (incorrect) answers to later parts were consistent with
earlier errors (i.e. were “follow-through” errors).
4.2.1. Implementing the Question Creation and Editing Tool
We implemented this tool in Java using NetBeans on a Windows PC. Our system
renders equations and formulae which have been converted to MathML by the free
Equation to MathML encoder provided by Wiris “Maths for More” [20].
Our editing tool allows three broad types of questions : (1) simple question(s) ,
primarily used by students for practicing their mathematical knowledge and skills,
which gives the student appropriate feedback on each of his/her answers, and can allow
the student to be given hints and/or the model solution on request; (2) test question(s),
allowing a single attempt by each student and primarily used for assessment. However,
this can still give a student feedback appropriate to the student’s answer. Finally, (3) a
complex or compound question, which can have between 2 and 4 sections, and can
allow inter-dependency between answers to successive parts of the question, and award
marks according to whether a student’s solution is completely correct, partially correct,
or completely incorrect, including awarding partial credit for answers consistent with a
“follow through” error. The complex question type can also give students feedback on
their responses to each part of the question. Examples of use of the editing interface for
each type of question are given in Figures 4, 5 and 7.
The allowed dependencies between sections of a complex or compound question are
specified by a (topological) tree structure, as shown in Figure 6. The correct path
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through parts 1 and 2 of such a question is to obtain the correct answer (listed here as
“b”) to part 1, then follow that up by obtaining the correct answer to part 2. This correct
path through the question is marked in red in Figure 6. However, another possibility is
that the student makes an anticipated “common mistake” in part 1, but obtains an
answer to part 2 which is entirely consistent to his/her answer to part 1. This is
indicated as path 2a in Figure 6. The student should get feedback (and partial credit)
indicating what he/she had done correctly, and what incorrectly, here. Another, but
more surprising, possibility is that the student gets the correct solution to part 2, despite
getting part 1 incorrect. This could be after the student spotting that he/she had made an
error in part 1 after submitting his/her answer to it, or could be due to luck. This is
marked as “2b” on Figure 6, and again requires specific feedback. The final possibility
is that the student gets both parts of the question completely incorrect. Again, this
requires appropriate feedback to the student. Not surprisingly, the QTI-XML code
generated by our system for a compound question can be very complicated.

Figure 4. Example of use of the editor for a simple question.
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Figure 5. Example of use of the editor for a test question.

Figure 6. Tree structure indicating the possible dependencies between the answers to two parts of a
compound question.
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Figure 7. Example of use of the editor for a compound question.

5. Conclusions and Future Work
Our survey of current students’ preferred approaches and resources for studying
mathematical topics showed that the proportion of students preferring web-based
learning resources has increased since our previous study in 2015. This emphasises the
need for extensive high-quality on-line teaching and learning materials for more
advanced mathematical topics, including self-test tutorial exercises which provide
students with appropriate feedback on their answers. Our CalculEng system makes
some progress to achieving this requirement, our new editing tool allowing us to create
a more comprehensive range of exercises for students, including more useful multi-part
structured questions with inter-dependencies between the answers to successive
sections. This tool will make the task of creating new questions, or editing existing
ones, easier, less tedious and time consuming, which should encourage more teachers
to make use of CalculEng and increase the range of topics covered and the number of
exercises available to students, greatly enhancing the utility of the system. Our system
has attracted interest from other Higher Education institutions, and we hope to extend
both the applicability and evaluation of CalculEng to a wider range of students, subject
disciplines (e.g. Chemistry, Physics, Economics or Business subjects) and institutions.
However, at present, CalculEng is essentially an “Expert System”, with the
mathematical knowledge it uses encoded by expert teachers, rather than a genuinely
intelligent system. In the future, we hope to integrate Machine Learning and/or Deep
Learning approaches with CalculEng, enabling it to learn from students’ responses to
the questions, and identifying what errors students actually make, rather than relying on
those errors which teachers anticipate students will make when doing the teachers’
exercises. We aim to achieve this by logging all the student users’ various types of
interactions with the system, analyse these statistically, noting which lead to positive
outcomes and which to negative ones, and try to “learn” patterns and generate
appropriate feedback from these. A methodology for such a logging of interactions, and
a preliminary analysis thereof, has been carried out in the context of a system,
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NoobLab, to assist in the teaching and learning of computer programming [8], and we
intend to follow that paradigm in order to make CalculEng more “intelligent”.
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